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FULL STEAM AHEAD
TECHNOLOGY FLOWS THE TRUTH IS IN THE
TESTING STANDARDS
ON ENERGY EFFICIENCY INTO RESTROOMS
by Scott Brown & Joe Popely
Northwestern uses more than 1 billion
pounds of steam annually to heat
buildings and water, to run kitchen
equipment and more—high-pressure
steam piped through an elaborate
underground system of tunnels that
provides energy for campus.

by Lisa Shimko
Accessible restrooms are integral for
any commercial space. However,
in addition to meeting today’s
rigorous ADA standards, designers
must also consider factors including
sustainability, efficiency, hygiene,
durability, as well as aesthetics.

by Kenneth Bowditch
There is a growing need to create
entrances in our educational
facilities that are blast, bullet,
intrusion and/or storm resistant.
We must continually innovate to
overcome the threats that present
themselves in daily campus life.

46
CHAPMAN’S
MUSCO CENTER
by Mary Platt
When a visitor enters Chapman
University by its main gate today,
the sight that first appears is a
stunning one: The Marybelle and
Sebastian P. Musco Center for the
Arts, Chapman’s new, world-class
performing arts venue.
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KALAMAZOO COLLEGE: AN ORAL HISTORY PROJECT

by Rachel Clevenger
Assistant Professor of Japanese Dr. Noriko Sugimori of Kalamazoo College has a team of students who are
working on interviews that focus on the memories of people who were children or teens during WWII, the
first project using the bilingual capabilities of OHMS (Oral History Metadata Synchronizer) software.
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TRENDS DRIVING THE FUTURE 0F ROOF COATINGS
by Stephen Wolf
Perhaps the single most important development in the coatings market has been the shift from short-term “quick
fixes” to an emphasis on longer-lasting and, ultimately, more cost-effective roofing products. Life-cycle costing
analyses have become an increasingly common and helpful resource for building owners and property managers.
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THE SECRET FIRST STEP TO A SUCCESSFUL SCIENCE BUILDING
by David Withee and James Contratto
Embarking on constructing a new science building is the beginning of an adventure, where you imagine
the finest state-of-the-art laboratories, new classrooms, and research spaces. You don’t consider the
downside: potential cost-overruns, order changes, late deliveries and conflicts between trades.
Cover photo by Keith Mumma, Kalamazoo College
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EDITOR’S LETTER
You may have recently come across a viral video from the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing
Arts, a clip from a larger presentation co-produced with the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in
“#SoundHealth in Concert: Music and Mind.” In the introduction to the event, Dr. Charles Limb makes
it clear to the audience that the orchestra members and their conductor Edwin Outwater are completely
in the dark about what will happen in the next few moments or what the composer who is joining them
on stage will ask them to perform, just as the composer himself has had no time to prepare or rehearse.
In a game of classy, musical improv, the songwriter, pianist, and producer Ben Folds was challenged to
create a full song with the National Symphony Orchestra in ten minutes. What Folds had to work with
came in the form of shouts from the audience, much like (the perhaps-less-classy) comedy improv. They
told him which key he must use to design his piece (A-minor), whether the song should be a ballad or
something upbeat (unanimous audience vote for something upbeat—no surprise there), and the lyrical
inspiration that would be the center of the song. For that, audience members were instructed to glean any
random line in their program and shout it toward the stage; the winner for the lyric line was, “These new
spaces are all designed to be flexible.”
In what can only be described as a magical ten minutes, Folds designs a new, unrehearsed song, and
the result—aside from some less-than-magical singing—was deeply moving. He settles on a rhythm for
himself on the piano, and then he begins instructing each section on what to do, banging out samples on
the piano for them to follow. He often changes his mind only seconds later to tell them to do something
else, as he imagines how it will meld with his next set of choices. Much to the audience’s delight, he tells
some of the musicians, such as those on drumsets, “You know what to do.” And, yes, they did know. After
only moments, they started together, played their parts, and the result was something I felt deep in my
bones. This is communication, I thought. This is where all of us meet and what all of us share. There’s no
room for misunderstanding because it is pure, melodic, visceral, and natural.
I have been thinking a lot about how much effort it now takes to communicate with others, and how
all channels of communication seem to be breaking down at various levels. For instance, whereas I can
I can remember a time where people could debate their differences in political viewpoints passionately
and rationally, now people with opposing political ideologies seem to be speaking different languages
and even inhabiting alternate realities.
In fact, I’ve often found myself trying to explain what is meant by some newsworthy feminist issue to
my husband, who just doesn’t “get it” sometimes, and it’s not a failing on his part. It’s because we inhabit
different realities to some degree, and no matter how much he listens, he doesn’t always hear me in ways
that lead to full understanding, and it’s not for lack of trying. He’s a smart, enlightened, big-hearted
person; incidentally, he’s also not a “mansplainer,” which—in and of itself—is just incredibly sexist terminology. (Side-note: I’m sure he could say exactly the same of me, of everything but the mansplaining.)
In short, despite how much we want to fully appreciate how each of us processes information, and our
daily opportunities to communicate as best we know how, we just don’t understand each other completely,
and maybe we will never be able to do so. Those challenges exist inside a marriage where two people are
working diligently to acknowledge the other’s thoughts and feelings. Then, out in the world beyond a
close-knit unit, you try to cross cultural lines or gender lines or social lines or generational lines or party
lines. Now imagine, you want to communicate with someone whose first language is different from your
own. Sometimes it’s a wonder we understand anything at all, and often we may struggle even to fully
comprehend ourselves.
I think that’s why so many of us are drawn to the arts. While storytelling is a powerful device, music,
dance, painting—all forms of artistic expression that don’t rely on the limitations of words—help us
connect on a level beyond language, which can be highly comforting. Artistry touches an atavistic,
primal center in our brain where we recognize for a moment that all of us are emotionally and spiritually
connected by common desires and fears. It helps us communicate in a place beyond words, even beyond
our own stories and personal histories. We find that place where empathy and understanding are not only
possible; they are undeniable.
Rachel James Clevenger, M.Ed., PhD
Editor-in-Chief, PUPN MAG
Private University Products and News Magazine
rachel@pupnmag.com
Toll free: 800-705-5280, press 1
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With MA degrees from Michigan State University and Columbia
University and a PhD from Boston University, Dr. Noriko Sugimori
brought a wealth of experience with her to Kalamazoo College
where she currently serves as an Assistant Professor of Japanese.
Currently, Sugimori and her students are benefitting from a threeyear grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, contributing
to the Oral History in the Liberal Arts (OHLA) project and
collaborating with other colleges. Sugimori has a team of students at
Kalamazoo who are working with her to transcribe and translate
the memories of several interviewees who were children or teens during
WWII, the first project to use the bilingual capabilities of the OHMS
(Oral History Metadata Synchronizer) web application.

PROFESSOR SPOTLIGHT

by Rachel Clevenger

Kalamazoo College: Oral Histories and The Oral History Metadata Synchronizer
Oral Histories of Japanese
World War II Survivors
The interviews first began as Sugimori was
working on her dissertation and researching
the relationship between lèse-majesté, or the
crime of violating the dignity of a reigning
state, and the use of Japanese honorifics
in newspapers from the World War II era.
Though her initial focus was on linguistics and
the social changes affecting language usage,
the interviewees—scores of people who were
born before 1932—were powerfully impacted
by the opportunity to share their memories of
growing up in a country embroiled in war.
After her doctorate was completed, she
moved on to an oral history project in order
to frame these war memories. Though audiotaping was the best available technology
when she began her work, she later added
digital videotaping. Then, a few years ago,
she learned of the Oral History Metadata
Synchronizer technology, which offered a
platform to simultaneously publish bilingual
transcriptions alongside metadata of these
video accounts. Because she was videotaping
people who were teens and children during
the war, these firsthand accounts had never
been documented, and they offered insight into
the war that had never been shared, not only a
unique contribution to the study of linguistics
but a project with emotional power as well.
8 PRIVATE UNIVERSITY PRODUCTS AND NEWS

The benefits for students at Kalamazoo
College are also significant. They aren’t just
studying grammar exercises and language
usage; they are seeing an interviewee’s facial
expressions and body language, giving a
deeply human voice to this information—and
a cultural context for appreciating these stories
that simply can’t be matched by traditional
academic tools. There is a humanity to these
stories that offers students a more thorough
understanding of otherwise dry historical
facts. Students experience these stories and
see firsthand the powerful influence these
memories of war had on the survivors.

Offering a Deeper
Understanding of the Language
Christa Scheck is a recent graduate who has
worked with Sugimori on this project for
over a year and thus knows the Oral History
Metadata Synchronizer well. Scheck explains
that much of her work on the project doubled
as a learning experience for her in terms of both
the content and the opportunity to familiarize
herself with “speaking patterns in such open
and free-form dialogues as these.” Scheck adds
that Sugimori’s enthusiasm for the project and
support for her students makes what could be a
daunting project engaging and rewarding.
“Aside from contributing to my developing
understanding of the language,” Scheck states,

“I often found the interviews to be interesting
to me on an emotional and historical level as
well. There's the expected tragedies of losing
family members, friends, and houses in airraids, as well as poverty and famine in the
wake of the losing war; less expected to me are
speeches talking about Japan's sociopolitical
structure at the time, the issues surrounding
emperor-worship, the harshness of the Japanese
school system, a poet’s recollection of how an
exploding ship looked like fireworks, etc.”

Covering Real, Grounded,
Lived Experiences
As these interviews covered profound lived
experiences, Scheck found them to be
incredibly real and grounded because these
were otherwise ordinary people retelling
stories of extraordinary circumstances. When
gleaning facts from a textbook, she adds,
it can be easy to be “emotionally distant”
because the history feels so far removed, but
she has found purpose and meaning in her
work “making these voices more accessible.”
Scheck is also intrigued by the technological aspect of the project, in that bilingual
digital archives of oral histories are fairly
rare, especially between Japanese and English
translations, and the resource is set up to
make that information accessible, after a
bit of tweaking the system. For instance,
pupnmag.com

initially, the program was built to recognize
European languages and sought spaces in
words as part of the synchronization data.
Because Japanese doesn’t have spaces, the
sync originally treated entire paragraphs as
one word.
Carolyn Topper is another recent graduate
who began working on the project this past
year, and she has had a hand in improving
the quality of the metadata through a
creative approach to a hurdle she faced in
her interview assignment. Topper began
working on the project as part of Sugimori’s
Advanced Intermediate Japanese, and she
has stayed on after completing the class
in the role of research assistant. This past
March, Topper began working on the
translation of a Japanese-American woman
named Masae. As they started translating
Masae's interview, Sugimori asked Topper to
find out which bombing Masae experienced.
She and Sugimori quickly realized that the
bombing Masae experienced was not readily
found in materials that the general public
has access to, unlike other specific battles or
events that took place in towns with larger
populations. In fact, Masae's town, Totsuka,
was not covered in existing English-language
material. Having grown up with parents in
the Air Force, Topper knew there were people
on military bases with an astonishing level of
pupnmag.com

Ric S. Sheffield believes Sugimori’s project offers one of the “best
examples of the potential for bilingual digital storytelling,” and the
attention she has garnered speaks to the “capacity of oral history
methodolgoies to bring these narratives alive for both the academic
community and those simply interested in good human nature stories.”

knowledge about and access to records on
events from bases at and near to where they
were stationed, so she reached out to Kadena
AB in Okinawa and Yokota AB in Tokyo.
Within the hour, the historian at Kadena
replied with a possible date based on Topper's
details; in light of this data, Topper was
able to pin down the location of the attack
Masae had experienced, and a report that
mentioned Masae's hometown by name. This
new information, uncovered by a resourceful
student, will accompany Masae’s interview,
along with links to sources and maps.
Currently, Topper is working on a final
translation of Masae’s interview, where the
English is still a bit “rough,” so she’ll review

the entire translation with one of the native
Japanese speakers on the team because
Japanese-English dictionaries are sometimes
“insufficient for capturing the right connotation of a word.” Having both English and
Japanese native speakers working together,
they are more likely to ensure that “as little
information as possible is lost” from the
Japanese transcript and that the English
translation is fluid and coherent.
Like Scheck, Topper has benefitted from
this project with Sugimori both academically
and personally. She shares, “Translating
someone’s experiences as opposed to a script
from a textbook has helped me to pay more
attention to nuance and how Japanese
JULY 2017 9

Spotlight continued

spoken language actually works. Regarding
emotional satisfaction, I think that it's very
important to have these kinds of records of
human experience available because unlike
reading a more generalized account of history
or sifting through pages of data, listening
to people talk inspires more empathy and
interest.”
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Chemistry Majors Become
Unlikely Candidates for an
Oral History Project
Alex Fairhall, a Kalamazoo sophomore who
is majoring in chemistry, initially enrolled
in the advanced language class in preparation for his year abroad. Once he finished

the language requirement, however, he viewed
future development as a personal benefit,
rather than a strictly academic one. At this
time, he began a translation of a Korean
professor’s experience during the time of the
Japanese occupation of Korea, the time leading
up to and continuing into World War II.
As Fairhall worked on the translation, he
grew increasingly interested in the history
that surrounded the man whose life he was
studying and consequently developed more
interest in the relationships between Korea,
China, and Japan during that era. He adds,
“The work I’m given is interesting and I
feel that it advances not only my skills in
translating and understanding Japanese, but
also advances my understanding of history
and the perceptions of individuals far removed
from myself.”
Min Soo Kim is a Korean student who is
also a Chemistry major. He accompanied
Sugimori on her trip to South Korea last year.
As a Korean native, he transcribed and translated an interview with Lee Ok Sun, a “comfort
woman” survivor in World War II, in essence
one of many “sex slaves” provided to soldiers.
Kim admits that he initially enrolled in
Japanese because he needed an easier course
to compensate for two challenging and workintensive science courses, and he had already
learned Japanese on his own time, so he assumed
the course would be a lighter experience to
offset his difficult work in chemistry courses.
When he was first brought into the project, he
was really looking for little more than establishing a broad set of experiences that might
better serve his future career, but he found
himself deeply sympathetic to Lee’s story,
even though, he explains, that the history of
comfort-women is well known to Koreans.
Kim shares, “The story from an actual survivor
was delivered so vividly that I could feel the
hardship that she had encountered and, before I
realized, I felt tears in my eyes.” With this newly
developed personal connection, the work of
transcribing her interview became more than an
academic exercise. It was his chance to let others
develop the same level of awareness he found in
the firsthand experience. He adds, “This is why
I believe that the opportunity to participate in
this project is meaningful in both personal growth
and contribution to social justice in a way.”
Yoji Hayashibe is a visiting international
student from Waseda University in Japan. As
one of Sugimori’s several teaching assistants.
Hayashibe worked with other students on
interview translations. He has found the
project to be fulfilling and meaningful both
in terms of career development and at an
pupnmag.com

emotional level. In giving people an opportunity to speak for the first time about their
wartime experiences, he saw the cathartic
benefits to the interviewees, as they found a
way to verbalize what they had never before
dissected outside of their own memories.
He notes that, unlike learning of events
from textbooks alone, he experienced a deep
empathy as the “actual victims were so vivid
and persuasive.”

time that otherwise might not have been
available to general audiences. The stories are
compelling to both Japanese speakers and
non-speakers alike.”
For more information on Sugimori’s oral
history project, visit http://ohla.info/warmemories-intergenerational-interculturaloral-history-project/

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dr. Rachel James
Clevenger, editor of PUPN MAG, earned her
B.A and M.Ed. degrees from Mississippi College.
After finishing her PhD in Composition and
Rhetoric, she taught and served as the University
Writing Center Director for Birmingham Southern
College and University of Alabama at Birmingham.

One of the Best Examples
of Bilingual Digital Storytelling
Ric S. Sheffield is Professor of Legal Studies &
Sociology and Interim Chair of the American
Studies Department at Kenyon College, and
he is one of the colleagues that has helped
spearhead this Oral History project. He
first met Sugimori in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
during a conference sponsored by the Great
Lakes Colleges Association where he was
presenting a summary of his own oral history
based project, The Community Within.
Sugimori sought him out after his presentation, requesting guidance in developing her
own project. Sheffield notes, “After quite a
bit of discussion including exchanges with
other attendees interested in similar projects,
we formed a group comprised of faculty and
digital specialists who were interested in
exploring ways in which the Association could
support such endeavors.”
The next summer, Sugimori visited the Oral
History Institute co-directed by Sheffield at
Kenyon College, gathering additional skills
in the best practices in the field. Next,
Sugimori attended a workshop run by the
other OHLA co-director, Brooke Bryan at
Antioch College, where she learned more
about indexing, transcribing, and display
tools—all which have been since integrated
into Sugimori’s project to great effect which
has made her World War II project “so
noteworthy,” Sheffield shares.
Sheffield believes Sugimori’s project offers
one of the “best examples of the potential
for bilingual digital storytelling,” and the
attention she has garnered speaks to the
“capacity of oral history methodolgoies to
bring these narratives alive for both the
academic community and those simply interested in good human nature stories.”
As she guides her Japanese language students
through transcription and translation before
moving to indexing and presentation, Sheffield
explains, Sugimori has “designed and
shepherded a project that brings a unique
insight into the aftermath of the Second
World War upon residents of Japan at that
pupnmag.com
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MAINTENANCE AND FACILITIES

By Stephen Wolf

begun to increasingly realize the cost benefits

Building owners and managers are proactively investing in their roof assets more
than ever as roof coatings afford more options than the “do nothing until complete
tear-off” protocol that had existed for so long. Likewise, the emphasis and demand
for higher-quality, longer life-cycle coatings has never been more prevalent.
Additional external factors such as the continued prominence of reflective coatings,
VOC-restricting legislation, and sustainable products are also perpetually shaping
the marketplace. As market trends and customer needs continue to evolve, so too
must the manufacturers who supply them solutions.

of roof restorations as opposed to reroofs, the

Taking Life-Cycle Costs Into Account

demand for roof coatings has similarly expand-

Perhaps the single most paramount development in the coatings market has been
the shift from short-term “quick fixes” to an emphasis on longer-lasting and,
ultimately, more cost-effective roofing products. Life-cycle costing analyses have
become an increasingly common and helpful resource for building owners and
property managers. These decision-makers are realizing that restoring a roof with a
high-quality coating is more cost-effective in the long-term than either reroofing or
applying a lower quality coating. It is imperative to remember that the initial cost of
a roof is only a portion of total cost of ownership over its lifespan, and the increased

Trends Driving The Future
of Roof Coatings
As building owners and facility managers have

ed. According to Marketwatch, the global roof
coatings market has grown to $6.7 billion in
2016 and is projected to grow to more than $13
billion by 2021.
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growth in the coatings market supports the
trend of facility managers continuing to more
proactively invest in their roof assets.

Avoiding Cheaper Coatings
While cheaper coating options may save a
few dollars on the front end, the inevitable
recoating requirement in the next three to
five years will be exponentially more costly
in time, labor, and material down the line.
After accounting for the additional labor
and replacement material costs, it has been
proven to be a much wiser decision to invest
in a superior, more durable coating on the
front-end—one that will be serviceable for
10 or more years. There are many factors that
are helping to shape the roof coatings market,
but at the end of the day, it all comes down to
long-lasting, high quality products.

Reflectivity Boosts Energy Savings
Another trend that continues to gain momentum
in the coatings industry, as noted by “Increasing
Demand for Roof Coatings” in Facilities Net,
is the increasing popularity of reflective,
primarily white, coatings. Not only have
building owners and facility managers begun

pupnmag.com

Building owners and managers are proactively investing in their roof
assets more than ever as roof coatings afford more options than the
“do nothing until complete tear-off” protocol that had existed for so long.

to fully realize that high-quality reflective
coatings actually save money over their service
lives due to reduced energy costs, but it is
also incorporated by an increasing number
of building codes and regulations, such as
California’s Title 24.
These coatings, most often acrylics, polyurethanes, silicones, and PVDFs tend to not only
be lower in VOCs than their bituminous-based
counterparts, but also tout energy savings for
building owners. Reflective coatings are often
synonymous with white coatings, but can also
be aluminized. Both aluminized and white
reflective coatings have been proven to not
only keep buildings cooler by protecting the
roof from the sun’s harmful UV rays, but also
aid in extending the service life of the entire
building envelope.

Coatings with reflective properties are also
less vulnerable to drying out and cracking
than coatings or roofs left with bare cap sheets
or exposed asphalt. Preventing those types
of premature aging is the first step toward
preventing leaks. As more and more data
continues to compile citing the environmental
and cost benefits of reflective roofs, their
popularity will only continue to ascend.

Growing VOC Regulations
In recent years, building owners and manufacturers alike have been affected by legislation
restricting the allowable amount of VOCs,
often referred to colloquially as solvents in
commercial construction products, including
coatings. Consumer Reports noted several
years ago that while the true long-term health
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Maintenance and Facilities continued

and environmental effects of VOCs in coatings have been disputed,
what cannot be argued is the inevitable nationwide limiting of the
allowable VOC content in residential and commercial construction
products.
With VOC regulations becoming stricter, the need for lower
emitting products has increased. Manufacturers are now being forced
to adjust to this new market factor and will need to adapt to survive.
The most successful roof coating manufacturers are beginning to
formulate low VOC alternative products in conjunction with their
traditional offerings to satisfy the evolving needs and preferences of
their customers. However, as legislation becomes stricter, the differences between these types of products will become less and less.

Increasing Demand for Eco-Friendly Products
Working in conjunction with the two aforementioned market forces,
another prominent market trend driving the roof coatings market
is the newfound customer demand for sustainable, eco-friendly, or
renewable products. This phenomenon has been a large driver in
every major worldwide market, such as energy and technology, as
well as the manufacturing sector, as explained by the International
Energy Agency in “Renewables to Lead World Power Market
Growth to 2020.”
It has been a recent revelation of marketers who have empirically
proven that purchasers who accentuate the importance of this in
their consumer behavior are more brand and product loyal than
their counterparts, as noted by BBMG’s “Conscious Consumers are
Changing the Rules of Marketing.”
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It is imperative to remember that the initial cost of a roof is only a portion
of total cost of ownership over its lifespan, and the increased growth in
the coatings market supports the trend of facility managers continuing to
more proactively invest in their roof assets.
Obviously, this trend lends itself to the
increase in solar panel-laden roofs, but is also
beginning to impact the coatings market.
Reflective coatings are an environmentally
beneficial technology that is not necessarily
new to the market. Sustainable or green
coatings, however, have the potential to
take this to a new level by incorporating
bio-based or recycled content and decreasing
the complete carbon footprint of the
life-cycle of the product from manufacture
to disposal. Customers, now more than ever,
are demanding products that are environmentally conscious, and manufacturers who
cannot offer products that meet this criterion
will be missing out on a lucrative and loyal
demographic.

Strategic Innovation
The last remaining driver that shapes virtually
all industries, and certainly roof coatings, is the
market variable of strategic innovation. Strategic
innovation is the creation of corporate growth
strategies, new product categories, services,
or businesses that “change the game” and
generate significant new value for consumers
and new revenue for the corporation. Successful
businesses are always trying to invent “the next
big thing” to revolutionize the marketplace and
attain first-mover advantage. Largely attributed
to the rapidly growing and evolving marketspace
in which they reside, roof coating manufacturers are being incentivized more than ever to
continue stressing the importance of strategic
innovation to their short- and long-term success.

Summary
As the roof coatings market continues to
grow, more and more manufacturers will enter
the fray battling for marketspace. Informed
building owners will benefit from this competition, and those who communicate regularly
with local roofing professionals about these
trends will find quality insight and recommendations are available for their unique needs.
As for the manufacturers, the companies
that succeed will be the ones who successfully
track and predict current and future market
shifts, thus gaining the competitive advantage.
If manufacturers continue to incorporate
accurately predicted consumer behavior trends
with strategic innovation, the future of the
industry will look brighter than ever.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Stephen Wolf is
degreed in Marketing and History from Ohio
University. Stephen has specialized in the
metals and building products industry for more than
four years. In his current role, Stephen is a product
manager for The Garland Company, and provides
technical support and assistance for the sales team.
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blast control, as well as control for an optional vibrator. Hiniker’s
high-quality brushed-finish 304 stainless steel hoppers are available
in 6 and 10 cubic foot capacities. An optional swing-away hitch
provides easy access to the truck bed and tailgate.
Hiniker’s professional snow and ice control equipment line includes
the patented convertible C-plow, as well as conventional plows,
Scoop plows, V-plows and stainless steel spreaders.

Contact Hiniker for more information.
*Patent Pending
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CONSTRUCTION AND PLANNING

The Secret First Step to a
Successful New Science Building
Embarking on constructing a new science building is the
beginning of an adventure, where you imagine the finest stateof-the-art laboratories, new classrooms, and research spaces.
You don't consider the downside: potential cost-overruns,
order changes, late deliveries and conflicts between trades.
16 PRIVATE UNIVERSITY PRODUCTS AND NEWS

By David Withee and James Contratto

Whether your new building ends up a sweat-inducing nightmare
or a fantastic dream depends on what you do first. The secret to a
dream building is pretty simple, but many colleges and universities
ignore it and end up with a nightmare.
This article addresses this first step, appropriate really for any
new building. A second article later this year will present individual
examples to help with both capital and operating objectives. In
either case, the time you spend now, early in the process, is critical
to sleeping better later.
Listen carefully: Assembling and leading your design/construction
team is more important than anything else. Here you communicate
your objectives, how involved you will be in the project, and the
importance of your objectives. The more involved you are throughout
the process, the more likely you are to achieve your dream building.
Yes, you could just hire others that have an excellent reputation and
pupnmag.com

let them handle everything. Consider this,
though: What do they actually know about
teaching science, about the peculiarities of
your institution, about actually operating and
maintaining buildings? Everyone in the design
and construction process has an agenda;
however, no one knows your agenda like you
do. To be certain of success, you have to lead
in selecting your team.
The 2017 Laboratory of the Year is the
Francis Crick Institute in London. Every week,
beginning before building a new joint facility
was even agreed upon, half a dozen leaders of
different institutions met to ensure they not
only knew what they wanted but to make
certain they would get it. Every week they
met until the building was done. These were
not job site meetings but high-level leadership
meetings to ensure the design and build teams
stayed focused on what was important for
their building.
Any challenges along the way were addressed
by the steadfast refusal of these leaders—each
leading incredibly busy lives—to settle for
anything less than their objectives. The design
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Assembling and leading your design/construction team is more important
than anything else. Here you communicate your objectives, how involved
you will be in the project, and the importance of your objectives. The
more involved you are throughout the process, the more likely you are to
achieve your dream building.
and build teams knew going in the oversight
these six would provide and the creative
approach to challenges expected of them. Like
those six, articulate repeatedly what you and
your staff expect for your building.
Notice I did not assume any qualities for
your building as “a sustainable building,”
“state of the art labs,” or other marketing
jingoism—but instead assumed your objective
desires, such as a net-zero energy building
(recently accomplished by Bristol Community
College in cold Massachusetts), multi-purpose

laboratories suitable for semester-specific
topics, room to support anticipated growth
of x% over 10 years in science majors, etc.
Know what you want and continually remind
everyone you expect it.
Knowing what you want is one thing.
Actually selecting your team gets tough.
Whether an architect, contractor, or major
sub-contractors, ask tough questions. Who
do they recommend as other team members?
Why? Which contractors or sub-contractors
do they like working with, and which do they
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Construction and Planning continued

not like working with? Why? Do they have a
system in place to evaluate the other key team
members from past projects? Describe it. Has
a team member ever been blackballed because
of poor performance?
Ask if any of their favorite team members
do federal construction projects. On many
of these projects only approved vendors can
bid, and they are then scored on several key
issues, such as on-time performance, meeting
specifications, communications, handling jobsite issues, etc. The scores for each project
are combined to create cumulative scores.
If a contractor has a project with a priority
for fast, on-time performance, do you really
think they will select sub-contractors with low
cumulative scores in that area, and risk their
own cumulative score? Can any architects or
contractors provide you with similar rating
programs they use to evaluate vendors?
Keep digging deeper. You aren’t construction
professionals, but you can trust that no building
is ever built as smoothly as desired. Ask them
what key issues typically come up and how

Clean is an understatement.
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The results are in.
Starline Plug-In Raceway enables labs to easily expand power.
Starline Plug-In Raceway gives you the power to meet the ever-changing needs of your
hospital or lab by allowing you to easily expand, reconfigure or relocate power. Our
pre-assembled modules simply snap into place along the backplane of the raceway
wherever a connection to power is required. And not only does Plug-In Raceway
install quickly, but there is no need to call in an electrician to expand power, which
will lower future maintenance costs. To learn more, visit starlinepower.com/raceway.

Construction and Planning continued

they are handled. For instance, on-time delivery is always
a challenge. Is past delivery performance considered in
selecting team members, or do they only look at low price?
Price is admittedly important, but so is being able to move
in with plenty of time to prepare for that semester’s classes.
And you do, repeat do, expect your staff to have that time
available.
Dig deeper still. For instance, when it comes to on-time
delivery, ask how they handle shortage and breakage issues.
It’s a construction site; things happen, and you understand
that. Approved vendors should understand it also and be
prepared. You expect approved vendors to be dependable,
based on experience from past projects. Correct?

I understand the importance we all place on
capital costs; after all, you only have so much
money. But this isn’t just about money; this
is about a science facility which will meet
your needs for at least fifty years. What true
innovations have they used to help past
clients reach their impossible goals?

Dig still deeper. Ask for evidence. Let’s continue with our
example of on-time delivery. When I began in this industry
over 20 years ago with the then-Fisher Hamilton, it was
arguably the largest laboratory casework manufacturer in
the world (and now out of business). They bragged about
being over 90% on time. But they allowed themselves to
change the ship date as often as they wanted, no matter
whether the customer agreed, and then still gave themselves
plus or minus one week to be considered on time—and,
ironically, still struggled to reach 90%.
Compare that with, for example, Diversified Woodcrafts,
a manufacturer of wood laboratory casework. Half of their
work is project-based and half comes from catalog sales.
When customers buy from a catalog, they expect delivery
“yesterday.” Diversified knows how to ship fast, including
five-day quick-ship programs. This translates well for
construction projects where casework is delivered near the
end of the project. Diversified’s on-time performance over
the last ten years is over 97%. More important is how they
measure it against the original agreed upon date. If just one
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sink or shelf is not on the truck when it leaves the dock,
the entire load is counted late, even though they air freight
a new sink or shelf to the job site to still be installed on
time. They even include the items sold through their catalog
five-day quick ship program, and they include the shortage
and breakage items they promise to ship in just a week, if
needed, so they arrive while the installers are still on-site.
They even offer to show you their internal documents
proving their actual weekly performance. This is not to
promote Diversified, but to show there are different ways
companies measure performance. Make certain you know
the difference. Expect your design and build leaders to
explain who their favorite vendors are and offer examples
like I just gave.
The importance of these questions is to ensure your team
shares your objectives and philosophies. People who know
how to work together, who trust each other, will be more
successful with challenges later.
I understand the importance we all place on capital costs;
after all, you only have so much money. But this isn’t just
about money; this is about a science facility which will meet
your needs for at least fifty years. What true innovations
have they used to help past clients reach their impossible
goals? What innovative ideas will they bring to you? Science
and how it is taught is constantly changing. Shouldn’t
science building design continue to evolve also? What new
ideas and trends should you consider? Which do they not
agree with, and why?
Now let’s put capital costs aside for a moment and discuss
life-cycle costs. While architect and builder will be finished
and gone after construction is completed, you’ll still be there
using this building. What will make this an easier, more
efficient building to operate? You should include facilities
staff leaders in meetings. Be certain they are comfortable
with what you will give them to operate. If design team
references do not include facilities staff from past projects,
ask for that information so your staff can follow-up.
You expect a great deal from your staff, so there's no reason
to make their jobs even more difficult in a new building they
can’t operate and maintain efficiently. If you get this part
right, assembling a team that understands and is committed
to your objectives, the odds you will achieve your dream
building are greatly improved.
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Laboratory of the Year judging panel.
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FULL STEAM AHEAD >>>
FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY AT NORTHWESTERN
by Scott Brown and Joe Popely

Dave Vandas moves deep underneath Northwestern University’s Evanston
campus, making his way through a concrete tunnel tall enough for his sixfoot frame, but not quite wide enough for him to extend his arms to both
sides. Bright white lights illuminate thick steel pipes running along the tunnel.

Full Steam Ahead continued

Since 2013, Northwestern has made adjustments that cut energy costs
by $2 million dollars annually and improved the safety of the system.
It’s all thanks to the repair and maintenance of inconspicuous yet vital

near Lake Michigan, water is heated until it
becomes steam. High-pressure steam is then
piped through an elaborate underground system
of tunnels that provides energy for campus
residences, offices, dining halls and classrooms.

components: steam traps.

Tackling Energy Use
in the Built Environment

As Northwestern’s chief maintenance engineer,
Vandas knows these pipes and tunnels well.
They are part of a complex system that carries
steam and chilled water from the Central
Utility Plant to heat and cool more than 200
buildings on the Evanston campus.
Vandas and his team are responsible for
keeping this system running safely and
efficiently. Since 2013, they have made adjustments that cut energy costs by $2 million
dollars annually and improved the safety of the
system. It’s all thanks to the repair and maintenance of inconspicuous yet vital components:
steam traps.

The intricate infrastructure that powers
Northwestern’s many facilities—its built
environment—accounts for the vast majority
of the University’s energy use, D’Angelo
said. And energy use represents 80 percent
of Northwestern’s carbon footprint, making
the built environment ripe for energy-saving
solutions to reach the University’s commitment
to achieve net-zero emissions by 2050.
“For the past couple of years, we’ve really
focused on low-hanging fruit projects,” said
Kathia Benitez, Northwestern’s director of
sustainability. “Once we have a greater understanding of our energy use at the individual
building level, these smaller projects eventually
will turn into bigger projects that will allow
us to take a proactive approach rather than a
reactive approach to energy management.”

Immediate Financial Paybacks
“The cheapest and least environmentally
impactful energy is that which is not used,”
said John D’Angelo, vice president for Northwestern Facilities Management (NUFM).
“Changing filters, repairing steam traps and
maintaining weather barriers on doors all have
immediate financial paybacks and reduce our
energy use.”
Northwestern uses more than 1 billion pounds
of steam annually to heat buildings and water, to
run kitchen equipment and more. At the Central
Utility Plant, situated in the center of campus

Life in the fast lane

A N T I W AV E P O O L P R O D U C T S
www.antiwave.com | antiwaveinfo@antiwave.com | 866-736-2183 | 940-466-3088
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That’s where projects like the campus-wide
overhaul of all 1,851 steam traps come in to
play. While the University continues to assess
its energy usage building by building through
a formal energy audit, NUFM is already
taking several steps to reach Northwestern’s
commitment to reduce energy consumption 20
percent from 2010 levels by 2020.

Switching to Energy-Efficient
Exterior Lighting
For example, NUFM recently switched all
exterior lighting (outdoors on campus) to
energy efficient LEDs. Soon “EXIT” signs in
the University’s buildings will follow suit.
The University and sustainNU (Northwestern’s Office of Sustainability) has been
a partner of the Environmental Protection
Agency’s ENERGY STAR program since
2015, following the program’s guidelines for
energy management and tracking, while also
benchmarking University energy, water and
waste performance via the program’s Portfolio
Manager software. The University also is
enrolled in the Department of Energy’s Better
Buildings Initiative.

MAKING YOUR
BRAND LOOK GREAT
IS OUR BUSINESS
Reception & Conference Tables

Podiums, Lecturns
& Cafeteria Tables

800.644.4934 WWW.SCHOOLLOGOFURNITURE.COM
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Full Steam Ahead continued

“Our vision is to improve the built environment at Northwestern so that
we lessen our harm to the environment and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.”

— KATHIA BENITEZ, DIRECTOR OF SUSTAINABILITY, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

How Steam Traps Work

When steam traps malfunction, energy is wasted,
heat transfers are less efficient and conditions
can become dangerous. As steam radiates heat,
it slowly cools and condenses back into water,
called condensate. If condensate isn’t removed
from the pipes, it can pool up and block steam
from traveling into buildings, reducing the
efficiency of the system and creating a hazard.
The fast-moving, high-pressure steam can
pick up water droplets from the condensate
and form a projectile called a water hammer—
which, when accelerated, can slam hard enough
to burst through steel pipes and valves. The
steam distribution system uses steam traps to
manage that hazard.
A steam trap is an automatic valve that filters
out condensate as it collects in pipes. When
enough condensate builds up, the trap opens
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and releases it into other pipes that make up
the condensate return system, which sends the
water back to the main collection tank to again
be converted into steam at the boiler.

Ramping Up Energy Efficiency Efforts
Annual steam trap surveys began in 2013, when
Northwestern started ramping up its energy
efficiency efforts. The first survey found that 23
percent of steam traps on the Evanston campus
were failing, causing leaks of more than 100
million pounds of steam—the equivalent to the
annual energy use of 800 average homes. Each
year, NUFM staff spend eight hours a day for
three weeks checking every steam trap to ensure
they are functioning properly. “We replaced or
repaired as many of the leaks as we could after
that survey,” Vandas said. “Since then, things
are much better, and have stayed that way.”

The change was drastic. By 2015, less than 4
percent of steam traps were failing. This year,
steam traps are functioning at similar rates, and,
all told, steam trap work has resulted in a 90
percent decrease in wasted energy since 2013 and
savings of almost $2 million per year. NUFM
and its partners plan to continue building on
recent successes, transforming the University
into a 100 percent sustainable operation.
“Our vision is to improve the built
environment at Northwestern so that we lessen
our harm to the environment and reduce greenhouse gas emissions,” Benitez said. “There’s a lot
of work ahead of us, and the built environment is
among the many things that we’ll be looking at.”

ABOUT THE AUTHORS:
Joe Popely is a marketing content specialist
at Northwestern University. He lives in
Chicago and volunteers extensively for
the U.S. Green Building Council Illinois chapter as a
member of its Emerging Professionals Committee.
Scott Brown recently graduated with a
journalism degree from Northwestern
University, where he interned as a writer
for sustainNU.
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TECHNOLOGY FLOWS
INTO COMMERCIAL RESTROOMS:

ADA COMPLIANCE SHIFTS TO UNIVERSAL DESIGN
by Lisa Shimko

In the United States, one in six people–or
nearly 57 million Americans, according to
the United States Census Bureau—have a
disability. Luckily, in 1990 these citizens’
lives were greatly impacted when one of
the most comprehensive pieces of civil
rights legislation, the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) was introduced,
prohibiting discrimination and guaranteeing
that people with disabilities have the same
opportunities as everyone else to participate in the mainstream of American life.

Technology Flows continued

Title II of ADA impacts public spaces and
commercial design significantly, stating that
no one can be denied access to public services
due to his or her disability. Throughout the
years, new amendments, such as a revised
Title II in 2010 meant that modifications were
required for nearly every newly constructed, or
renovated, public space to be usable by those
with disabilities.
Today, design is moving one step further,
exceeding the requirements mandated by
ADA, and now incorporating principles of
Universal Design. While ADA laws were
put into place to ensure a safe and accessible
environment for those with special needs,
Universal Design allows people of all abilities
and ages to use the same product—offering
ADA compliance without segregating areas
specifically for the disabled.

Universal Design
in Commercial Restrooms
Accessible restrooms are integral for any
commercial space. However, in addition to
meeting today’s rigorous ADA standards,
designers must also consider other factors,
including sustainability, efficiency, hygiene,

durability, as well as aesthetics. Some manufacturers are making plumbing choices for
commercial spaces easier, blending Universal
Design principles with advanced technology
and innovation. These updated fixtures are no
longer institutional looking and complement
a variety of décors. In addition to style and
compliance, here are a few key areas for facility
managers and engineers to focus on when
designing and selecting products for a public
restroom.

Faucets
ADA guidelines require fixtures to be 20 to 25
inches deep with a reach range of 44 inches, so
that a person seated in a wheelchair can easily
access the faucet. Also, users shouldn’t need to
exert more than five pounds of force to operate
a faucet.
Given these regulations, electronic faucets
are one of the more preferred choices when
creating an ADA-compliant space for a
number of reasons; they’re easy to use—
especially for those with disabilities—and
the hands-free operation means no grasping,
pinching or twisting of the wrist to turn on the
faucet. However, this was not always the case.

Originally introduced in airport restrooms in
the 1950s, early technology generated many
technical issues. But like all innovations,
today’s equipment has helped eliminate facility
owners’ hesitation, offering improved sensors,
better response and extended battery life.
The popularity of sensor-operated fixtures
goes beyond their ADA compliance, as they
offer facilities additional benefits. Since the
faucets turn on only when hands are placed
beneath the faucet and turn off immediately
when no longer in use, there is potential for
up to 70 percent water savings when compared
to manual lavatory faucets—good for the
environment and a facility’s bottom line. In
addition, according to the Global Hygiene
Council, a group formed in 2006 of the world’s
top experts in hygiene, a public bathroom
faucet handle can house up to 6,267 bacteria
per square inch. Not touching the faucet helps
reduce germ transmission, which is especially
important to all users of commercial settings,
keeping the faucet cleaner longer.
Metering faucets is another viable option for
those who prefer manual operation. Easy to
operate, users simply press down on the faucet
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handle to activate water flow for a pre-set
length of time; no need to twist the wrist to
turn on hot and cold water. Contributing to
a facility’s conservation efforts, these faucets
feature timed shutoffs, which can be adjusted
from 10 to 60 seconds, controlling not only the
amount of water used, but also eliminating the
possibility of the water being accidentally left
running. When weighing options, consider
bull-nose, single-handle metering faucets
since they extend further over the sink and
only require one hand to use, meaning easy
operation for all.

Toilet Flush Valves
Sink fixtures aren’t the only areas of the restroom
where technology and elements of Universal
Design have met. Sensor-operated flush valves
have come a long way since they were first
installed in commercial restrooms a decade ago;
today, there are a number of different options
to provide heavy-use facilities with efficient,
vandal-resistant and hygienic solutions to
help maintain sanitary environments and
reduce maintenance—while providing ease
of use.
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Technology Flows continued

While ADA laws were put into place to ensure a safe and accessible
environment for those with special needs, Universal Design allows
people of all abilities and ages to use the same product—offering ADA
compliance without segregating areas specifically for the disabled.

Electronic flush valves are beneficial for
everyone, especially those with disabilities,
since the toilet will flush on its own after
use—eliminating the need to bend over to
manually push down a handle. In addition
to this physical benefit, electronic flush valves
offer a sanitary option—nearly eliminating
the need to touch a toilet surface; and reduce
the chances for product damage since manual
flush valve handles are often actuated by a
user’s foot—leading to leaks and malfunction.

Automatic Soap Dispensers
and Hand Dryers
A recent study by Zapka et. al. (2011) investigated bacterial hand contamination and
transfer after use of contaminated bulk-
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soap-refillable dispensers and found users of
public restroom facilities have up to 25 times
more germs on their hands after washing
with soap from a contaminated refillable bulk
soap dispenser. Hands-free models of soap
dispensers and hand dryers offer more hygienic
options, while also offering ease of use for all
users—eliminating the need to push down on
the soap dispenser pump or a button to start a
hand dryer.
For facility managers, these universally
designed products can often dry hands 50
percent faster than previous versions providing
energy cost savings—as well as reducing the
amount facilities spend on paper products.
To meet ADA guidelines, it is important that

these components are mounted between 38to 48-inches from the floor to accommodate
users of all heights or in wheel chairs—as well
as being easily detectable for those who are
visually impaired.

Simple Ways to Add
Safety in Restrooms
According to the National Safety Council,
there are nearly 200,000 bathroom accidents
per year in both commercial and residential
spaces. Maneuvering around the restroom
can be challenging and potentially dangerous,
especially for those with disabilities—due to
the hard and sometimes wet surfaces.

Toilet Stalls
Grab bars are an ideal solution for all users
to help maintain balance—whether simply
needing assistance when lowering and rising
from a seated position on the toilet or transferring from a wheelchair. And luckily,
manufacturers have expanded the selection
of grab bars, offering new lengths, styles and
finishes to make it easier than ever to match
safety needs with bathroom style. Standard
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University and Community College Lab Partnerships
For 120 years, Sheldon Laboratory Systems has been designing and building the most innovative
and best quality lab furnishings for the K-12, college, university and research lab marketplace.
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facilities throughout the world. We welcome the opportunity to work with your new construction
or renovation project, please contact us at sales@sheldonlabs.com or call 1-800-531-7604.
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Technology Flows continued

Accessible restrooms are integral for any commercial space. However,
in addition to meeting today’s rigorous ADA standards, designers must
also consider other factors, including sustainability, efficiency, hygiene,
durability, as well as aesthetics.

ADA-compliant commercial grab bars feature
straight bars in lengths starting at 36 inches
long. However, additional variations are now
available, including L-shaped, angled or
flip-up grab bars, which can be pulled down
as needed and flip up and out of the way
when assistance is complete or not necessary.
Each grab bar must be rated to withstand 250
pounds for optimum safety; while state and
local building codes offer precise descriptions
of placement and heights required per region.

Shower Stalls
Grab bars are equally important for facilities
with a shower area. ADA requirements for
grab bars differ based on the configuration
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and size of the shower—as well as if seating
is provided in the stall area. Similar to toilet
stalls, grab bars are featured in a variety of
lengths to provide safety for both balance and
transfer situations.
Safety doesn’t end with grab bars. To
enhance security throughout the bathroom
—as well as improve the overall design—
consider other ADA-compliant options,
such as motion-operated lighting options or
push-button door openers. Both offer energy
efficiencies and hygienic solutions for all users.

Design to Make a Difference
A poll conducted by the United Cerebral Palsy
Association shortly after ADA laws were put

into practice found that the new guidelines
improved the lives of those living with
disabilities. So, when it comes to ensuring
ADA compliance, it’s important to know
you’re not only following regulations, but
you’re making a difference in the lives
of all users. Familiarizing yourself with
national, regional, and local ADA building
guidelines is the first step to creating an
accessible commercial restroom. From there,
manufacturers are doing their part by developing more universally designed, innovative
products to make lives easier for all ages and
ability levels.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Lisa Shimko joined
Moen in 2011 and has focused almost
exclusively on the commercial market.
With her team, she’s brought forth a breadth of new
products and innovations that satisfy users and
stand up to the rigors of high-use environments. Visit
www.moencommercial.com or call 1-888-450-5522
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THE TRUTH IS IN THE TEST

UNDERSTANDING TESTING STANDARDS FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE ENTRANCES
by Kenneth Bowditch

There is a growing need to create entrances in our educational facilities that are blast, bullet, intrusion and/
or storm resistant. It is sad to think that we live in a time where we need to design entrance solutions
for keeping our students and campuses safe, but we must continually innovate to overcome the threats
that present themselves in daily life. Within this growing segment of the industry, we find a new set
of labels, terminology, and testing standards. At times these can get quite confusing and misleading.
However, they do not need to be if you have a good understanding of a few key terms.

The Truth is in the Test continued

Proof vs. Resistant
Have you ever heard someone say that an object was Something Proof and
in reality, it should have been Something Resistant? By definition, proof is
“able to withstand something damaging; resistant.” That makes sense,
until you consider the definition of resistant: “Opposed to something;
wanting to prevent something from happening.”
So, proof or resistant, tomato or tomahto? Do they mean the same thing?
Not exactly. While bulletproof sounds more impressive than bullet resistant,
using the term bulletproof is an absolute statement and is not exactly true.
At the end of the day, if someone or something wants in, the laws of physics
will work against you. If something is big enough, powerful enough, hard
enough, wet enough, fast enough—you get the picture—it’s coming in.
For this reason, I would rather see the term “resistant” used in all
descriptions having anything to do with bullet, blast, intrusion or storm
rated entrance systems.
Read on to find out why it’s important to direct attention to the testing
standards by which products are evaluated when explaining the levels of
protection or comparing products.

Storm Resistant
Let's begin with looking at hurricane ratings. Most hurricane-resistant
doors are required to meet at least one of following standards: ANSI
(American National Standards Institute), ASTM (American Society for
Testing and Materials), TAS (Testing Application Standard), IBC (International Building Code), or IRC (International Residential Code). Refer
to the AHJ (Authority Having Jurisdiction) to determine which one is
used in your area.

PROTECT YOUR STUDENTS
Entrance Solutions for Today’s Security Challenges
We have engineered scalable protection levels into many of
our products to meet specific or multiple threat levels. Our
engineered protection is tested to ASTM Standards on many
of our architectural products including flush doors, stile & rail
doors, exterior framing and interior framing. Please contact
us for a complete list of the products and the respective tests.
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The Truth is in the Test continued

Most test protocols will include static loads,
cyclic loads, air infiltration, large missile
impact, water infiltration and forced entry.
The most stringent of these requirements
is approval in Miami-Dade County. If a
product can make it through Miami-Dade’s
NOA (Notice of Acceptance) protocol (TAS
201, 202 and 203), it can most generally be
submitted in other states or regions (such as
the Florida Building Commission and Texas
Department of Insurance) with a high degree
of confidence in approval.
A lot of homework is required for an
engineering team to determine how a product
will perform under test conditions before
sending it to the testing lab. This upfront
work reduces the likelihood of a failure during
testing.
Water infiltration is an excellent example.
Water is not our friend in the test lab. One
drop of water that infiltrates a test specimen
results in a failure.
One important consideration to remember
is that the size of the product that you intend
to install cannot exceed the size of the
specimen tested (although it can be smaller).
The hardware/seals must be consistent with the

configuration used in the approval. You can
deviate from the approval only with permission
from the AHJ.

Bullet Resistant (Ballistic)
Depending on the level of bullet resistance,
there are several ratings by which products can
be tested. There are a variety of testing methods,
all of which are completed in a controlled
environment at a certified test lab. The range
of weapons varies from handguns to rifles, and
the ratings are quite different depending on the
standard to which you are testing.
For example, you may hear someone refer
to “Level 3,” which has a different meaning
depending on which testing standard is used.
Level 3, UL 752, calls for a .44 magnum
handgun. National Institute of Justice (NIJ)
Level 3 calls for the use of a 7.62mm (.308
Winchester) rifle. So, as you can see, there is
a difference. I have worked on several projects
developing bullet-resistant doors using a fiberglass pultrusion process. Believe it or not, steel
is not always the answer. When used properly,
fiberglass has excellent ballistic properties
without the concern of deterioration due to
rust or corrosion.
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Blast Resistant
In some cases, there is a blast requirement for
exterior entrance systems. There are a couple of
different approaches for a product to achieve a
blast specification.
1.Arena Testing: This is obviously the most
interesting. As you can imagine by the name,
this testing occurs outside in a controlled area,
by setting off explosives to achieve the desired
load and duration. The entrance system is
instrumented to record the forces felt during
the explosion. The advantage of using the arena
test is that you are not limited to a product of a
particular size. The downside with this method
is that it is more difficult to obtain a specific
pressure and duration due to the variation in
explosive behavior.
2. Shock Tube: The shock tube is an
instrument used to replicate and direct blast
waves at a sensor or a model to simulate actual
explosions and their effects, usually on a smaller
scale. The advantage of using the shock tube
is that you can repeat the test more accurately
than arena testing. The disadvantage is that the
size of the specimen is restricted by the size of
the shock tube.
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Intrusion Resistant
If you are looking for solutions that would
slow down a perpetrator from gaining access
to your buildings, one of the options is an
intrusion-resistant entrance. The definition of
intrusion is; “the act or an instance of intruding;
an unwelcome visit.” There are several test
standards used depending on the approval.
The most common are ASTM and UL, and
the U.S. State Department forced entry test.
Depending on the data that you look at, the
national average for the police to respond to a
911 call is between 6 and 10 minutes. The goal
of an intrusion-resistant entrance system is to
delay intruders from gaining access until the
cavalry arrives. These systems may or may not
be bullet resistant–but remember the object
here is to delay the intruder from gaining access
to the facility, not to stop a bullet.
There are two innovative variations of
intrusion-resistant glazing that can be utilized
for this requirement. One option is a patent
pending product that slows down intruders up
to twelve minutes before gaining access. This
glass is a bit more expensive but provides all the
benefits of a glass vision lite that an end user
may prefer.
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The Truth is in the Test continued

At the end of the day, if someone or something wants in, the laws of
physics will work against you. If something is big enough, powerful
enough, hard enough, wet enough, fast enough—you get the picture—
it's coming in.
The second option is a clear polycarbonate
that has a scratch resistant coating. I strongly
suggest packing a lunch if you are trying to
break through this material. You can literally
go after it with a sledgehammer and not
break it. This polycarbonate is an inexpensive
solution for intrusion resistance.
It is important to note that the glazing
material is only one aspect of an intrusion
resistant system. The doors and vision lite kits
used to hold this glazing material are just as
important. They must all work as a system
to counteract the threat. When selecting
intrusion-resistant products, it is important
that you select intrusion-resistant doors, frames,
glazing, and vision lite kits. The vision lite kits
are usually reinforced with more fasteners

and material to allow the system to withstand
a threat. I know what you're thinking: More
fasteners? No one is going to buy that. Well, just
because there are more fasteners doesn't mean
you have to see them. There are companies
that have developed clever ways of disguising
their intrusion-resistant glazing kits so to the
average person it does not look reinforced.

How do I know what level of protection
is needed for an entrance?
To summarize all of this, the load results for
HVHZ approved systems are calculated in
pounds per square foot, but what you need
to know is what approval is required from
your AHJ. With ballistic systems, you need
to understand the caliber of bullet that your

entrance must withstand in an attack, that will
dictate the level of protection required.
For blast protection, you will need to know
the blast load the product needs to withstand,
calculated pounds per square inch (psi), as well
as the impulse calculated in pounds per square
inch and milliseconds (psi-ms). For intrusion
resistance, you need to know the amount of
time that you want to hold a perpetrator at bay.
To be successful when ordering these types
of systems, you must take the time to understand the science behind the products that will
protect you and your students. Understanding
the requirements of your state or local jurisdictions insures that you have products that meet
the requirements for the project.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Kenneth Bowditch
is the Vice President of Engineering at
Special-Lite, Inc. (special-lite.com) and has
been a member of the Special-Lite engineering team
for 10 years. Bowditch simultaneously serves as a
Department Associate for the University of Florida,
Engineering School of Sustainable Infrastructure &
Environment.
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“BEST IN
THE WEST”
Chapman University’s Musco Center for the
Arts is an Acoustic Showpiece
by Mary Platt

When a visitor enters Chapman University by its
main gate today, the sight that first appears is a
stunning one: to one’s left, a spacious green lawn
—the Bette and Wylie Aitken Arts Plaza—slopes
down, lined with bronze busts of famous icons
of the arts: Ella Fitzgerald, Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart, Plácido Domingo.

Musco Center for the Arts continued

Rising up at the bottom of the slope is a large,
handsome four-story building, its façade in the
neo-Prairie Style favored by the university, its
doors open to the public as patrons stroll down
the park’s sidewalks and stream inside. This is
Marybelle and Sebastian P. Musco Center for the
Arts, Chapman’s new, world-class performing arts
venue—a venue many decades in the dreaming
that is now a reality for fortunate Chapman
students, the campus, and the surrounding
community.

A Hotbed of Vocal
and Instrumental Talent
Chapman University, a mid-sized private institution that serves about 8,000 undergraduate and
graduate students in Orange, California, has long
been a hotbed and top producer of both vocal and
instrumental talent. Graduates of its acclaimed
College of Performing Arts and Hall-Musco
Conservatory of Music have regularly gone on to
flourishing careers on Broadway, in professional
dance companies, in symphony orchestras, on
opera stages, and behind the scenes in production
and management.
But prior to the opening of Musco Center—since
the day the university moved to its present campus
in Orange from Los Angeles in 1954—its student
artists had always performed in Memorial Hall, an
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old 1920s-era auditorium. It was a beautiful and
historic building, of course, but one without the
stage size or the state-of-the-art technical features
a modern performance venue requires.
The $82 million, 1,044 seat Musco Center for the
Arts first opened its doors to the public in March
2016, with a Grand Opening concert that featured
Domingo and other opera stars, as well as a host
of young Chapman-trained opera up-and-comers.
It was the happiest of events for philanthropist and
arts supporter (he’s vice-chair of L.A. Opera’s board)
Sebastian “Paul” Musco and Marybelle Musco,
his wife. The Muscos spearheaded the fund-raising
campaign to build the Center, donated at nearly
half the funds to build it, and took an active interest
in almost every aspect of it, from the building’s
design and tech to the colors of the upholstery and
carpets. Longtime donors to Chapman—the music
conservatory and a professorship in Italian are also
named for them—the Muscos saw their greatest
legacy come to life that night.
Audiences enter a lofty hall crafted of natural
wood and other materials, spangled with dozens
of glittering “dewdrop” lights. On the walls
surrounding the seating chamber, acoustic “petals”
reflect and augment the sound. The visual effect,
as more than one onstage performer and audience
member has noted, is a little like being inside a finely
constructed musical instrument like a violin or cello.

Acoustics are the True Glory
of Chapman's Musco Center
Above all, once the performance begins, it is
the acoustics that are the true glory of Musco
Center. Arts critics have remarked on this since
the grand opening, with Mark Swed of the
Los Angeles Times calling Musco Center “an
ideal opera house, potentially the best in the
West and maybe even something more,” while
Broadway World used terms like “magnificent”
and “stunning” in highlighting “the impeccable
sophistication of the hall’s acoustics.”
None of this came about by chance.
“Acoustics have always been our number one
priority,” said Dr. William Hall, founding dean
and artistic director of Musco Center. “You can
have the best-looking concert hall in the world,
but without great acoustics, you have nothing.”
To that end, Dr. Hall and the Muscos brought
aboard the man who is perhaps the finest acoustician in the world: Yasuhisa Toyota of Nagata
Acoustics of Tokyo and Los Angeles, who has
designed the sound environments for more
than 50 of the world’s finest concert venues,
from Australia’s Sydney Opera House to Walt
Disney Concert Hall in Los Angeles, from the
Elbephilharmonie in Hamburg to the Danish
Radio Symphony Hall in Copenhagen.
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When he arrived as the building was under
construction, Toyota noted the fact that the
main part of the hall would be underground, and
said that boded well for the final outcome of the
acoustic environment. The campus parkland on
which Musco Center is built slopes downward
below street level, with the lowest story of the
building itself more than 50 feet underground.
This was done to comply with the height requirements of the historic neighborhood, Old Towne
Orange, that surrounds Chapman University: a
mile-square National Register-designated area
that showcases dozens of buildings dating from
1888 to 1940. Since the top of Musco Center’s
stagehouse would have been taller than local
regulations require, the whole building was
planned to be partially underground—an act of
neighborliness and community compliance that
also led to the fortunate acoustical side effect.
Adding to the great acoustics is Musco
Center’s pride and joy: a one-of-a-kind, 117,000pound orchestra shell designed by Nagata
Acoustics. Through use of this shell and its
adjustable “shelves,” the hall can transform
from proscenium stage to concert hall in less
than an hour. The heavy orchestra shell can be
fully flown, disassembling “Transformers”-style
into pieces that tilt, pivot and fly into specific
slots in the complex grid above. The result is
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Musco Center for the Arts continued

an outstanding environment for acoustic music
that can be changed over very quickly—a true
concert hall that can also handle theater and
opera, not just a proscenium stage that happens
to have an orchestra shell.

Leadership Sets Up Successful
Seasons of Diverse Programming

Photo courtesy Pfeiffer Partners
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Musco Center’s next challenge was choosing
a professional staff, headed by an executive
director skilled both at launching new halls and
at the long-term goal of setting up successful
seasons of the kind of diverse programming
a university campus requires. Dr. Hall, the
Muscos and Chapman administration found
their leader in Richard T. Bryant, a longtime
Southern California arts leader and administrator who had founded his own company,
Front of House Services, in New Jersey in
1998, specializing in launching new arts
venues throughout the nation. Bryant came
aboard at Musco Center as a consultant at first,
and accepted the permanent appointment as
executive director shortly before the Center’s
Grand Opening.
Under Bryant’s leadership, Musco Center has
powered through its Preview (Spring 2016) and
full Inaugural Season (2016-17), featuring such
luminaries as the Kronos Quartet, jazz icon
Dianne Reeves, Broadway star Rita Moreno
and country legend Vince Gill. Flourishing
partnerships have been forged with L.A. Opera
and regional arts powerhouse Philharmonic
Society of Orange County. A new concept, the
Musco World CAFE, brings in day-long free
cultural festivals showcasing the varied ethnic
communities of Southern California.
Musco Center embarks on its second full
season this fall, with a line-up that includes
the return of Plácido Domingo with his L.A.
Opera in a concert version of Verdi’s masterpiece Nabucco, plus performances by LA Dance
Project led by Benjamin Millepied, pianist Yefim
Bronfman, Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra,
Blind Boys of Alabama, Michael Feinstein,
Riders in the Sky, Black Violin, Los Lobos, new
World CAFE offerings, and much more.
“It’s been a real joy to watch it grow and to
see the campus and local community discover
and attend our offerings,” said Bryant. “Where
it goes next is going to be nothing but exciting,
as we continue to bring performances from all
across the globe right here to Musco Center.”

www.CooKwithKENyoN.Com
860.664.4906

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Mary Platt is director
of the Hilbert Museum of California Art
at Chapman University and has written
articles on the visual and performing arts for many
publications, including the Los Angeles Times,
Orange County Register and Art of the Times.
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